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NCADA on the Move

Visit the new

ncada-stl.org

Relocation to new home is set for August
After 49 years of renting space – 29 of them at our formidably
cramped current location in Brentwood – NCADA finally owns its
own home: 9355 Olive Boulevard in Olivette.
Once renovations are complete, the south-facing, two-story contemporary building will provide increased room for the people who
do the hard work of the agency, as well as more and much improved
space for the on-site community services we offer.
The location also will give us and our visitors something we’ve never
had before: abundant parking.

New features and easier to use.

INSIDE:

Counseling services and a state-of-the-art training facility three
times as large as our current one will be on the first floor, with the
prevention services department and administrative staff on the
second floor. The training space also will be able to comfortably host
large meetings – such as the monthly gatherings of the Coalition on
Addictions (see speaker lineup on Page 3) – that stretch our current
rooms to the bursting point.
The agency hopes to be working from the new building, even if still
settling in, by mid-August. And we are planning an official Open
House event for January 2015 to kick off NCADA’s 50th anniversary
celebration.
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NCADA’s 20th Annual Golf Tournament – Beating the Heat
The NCADA Golf Tournament turns 20 this year,
and we have decided to shake things up a bit.
For the first time, the tournament takes place
on a Friday – August 8 – and starts first thing in
the morning, an enlightened nod to the humid
reality of St. Louis summer
afternoons.
The location is Tapawingo
National Golf Club in Sunset
Hills. Sign-in opens at 6:30
a.m., along with a continental
breakfast. You can use the

driving range to loosen up your swing. The
competition begins at 8:00 with a shotgun
start. Stick around for the luncheon and awards
program immediately following the tournament, a
perfect start to your weekend.

Golf

20th ANNUAL
NCADA

Tournament

F R I D AY, A U G U S T 8
presented by

To register your foursome,
purchase a sponsorship, or get
more information:
www.ncada-stl.org/golf.
Or contact Lynda Wolpert at
(314) 962.3456 x335 or
lwolpert@ncada-stl.org.

D I R E C TO R ’ S
COMMENTARY

“I’m a

I’m a Friend of Bill’s

But I’m not declaring myself in recovery from
alcoholism. I’m simply saying that, until a year
ago, I had a friend named Bill. Bill Kolen.

friend of
Bill’s.”

That phrase
has a coded
meaning
most
readers of
this column
understand.

Billy died last June at the age
of 55 from pancreatic cancer. In
nine weeks, he went from being
the picture of health to diagnosis
to death. Bill spent his final two
months preparing his loved ones
to go on living without him, which
has proved easy for exactly none
of them. As his disease consumed
him, he allowed himself not one
Howard
Weissman
moment of self-pity or “why me.”
Executive Director
This would have been remarkable
enough under any circumstances,
but for a man who, decades earlier, watched his
8-year-old child succumb to a fatal congenital
disease and a week later lost both of his parents to
an automobile accident, it was positively Zen-like.

D

espite the unfairness of it all, Bill faced death
with an almost supernatural equanimity.
Although he wanted very much to live many
more years with Caryn, the wife he adored, Bill
didn’t have a bucket list and felt no need to make
one. He had lived a full life and had no regrets.
He certainly didn’t want to
die, but he said his body had
served him well for 55 years
Bill didn’t
and it was only due to one
have a
“minor malfunction,” as he
put it, that life was going
bucket list
to end a bit earlier than
and felt no
expected.

need to

Bill and I were two of
about 10 guys who grew up
make one.
together in suburban Chicago
and stayed friends through
the decades. Improbably, we
all became reasonably successful in our chosen
fields. If you saw us together today, you’d see
balding and/or graying doctors, lawyers, business
leaders, real estate developers, entrepreneurs …
and one lowly not-for-profit executive director.
But before I became the only one of us in the nonprofit world, that distinction belonged to Bill.
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Billy Kolen was an attorney. He was smart,
articulate, and passionate, and he could have
made huge amounts of money in the private
sector. Instead, Bill spent his entire career with
the Legal Assistance Foundation of Metropolitan
Chicago. His mission – and it was a mission – was
to ensure that the justice system worked for the
underserved and often overlooked people of our
society, the ones who not only couldn’t afford
big-time legal representation but couldn’t afford
representation at all. Of all the guys in our circle
of friends, nobody earned less than Bill, and no
one loved his job more.

T

his made an impression on me. In fact, Bill’s
example was a major influence on my decision
to sell my business in 2012. As my feelings of
burn-out reached critical mass, I saw what Bill had
done with his life and wondered if I, too, could
earn less, work more and, by dedicating myself to
something meaningful, find greater happiness at
work.
So Billy was the first Chicago friend I called when
I was offered this job. He was pleased that one of
his friends had finally
chosen to follow the
not-for-profit trail he
blazed nearly 30 years
earlier. Later, when
I would tell him how
overwhelmed I felt, he
would just cackle. He
knew. And he knew that
he was right to have led
me, by example, down
this path. Not only
because he knew I loved
William A. Kolen – Billy
everything about the
job, but also because
he knew I was working on behalf of a vitally
important – and often overlooked – cause. And as
far as he was concerned, that was the only good
reason to work.
Bill’s diagnosis devastated all of us, but the truth
is that no one really knows what to do in the face
of tragedy, and everyone responds differently.
I want to tell you how another of our friends,
Henry Engelhardt, reacted.

Years ago, Henry started an insurance company
in Great Britain and became a wealthy man.
When he and his wife, Diane, learned of
Billy’s illness, they wrote from their home in
Wales to say how much the terrible news had
underscored for them the
Their
fragility of life. And although
they had supported NCADA
donations
and countless other charities
were a
before, they said Billy’s grim
prognosis had given them
response to
a new sense of urgency.
who Billy was,
Life offered no guarantees.
and what he
They wanted to help make a
difference now at NCADA,
meant to
and they offered to make
a few good
an unexpected personal
people.
contribution.

W

hen the gift arrived,
excitement kicked in and I thought,
“We’re going to buy a building, and we’re going
to name it after Billy.” Then reality took over,
and I realized that, as large as their gift was,
it wasn’t that large. So, over the course of the
next six months, Henry and Diane wrote two
more checks. And when our other Chicago
friends learned what was going on, most of
them pitched in too. Thanks primarily to their
exceptional generosity, we made a substantial
down payment and obtained a mortgage on the
building at 9355 Olive Boulevard.
It’s ironic that this didn’t happen because
of the work we do here at NCADA. Their
donations were a response to who Billy was and
what he meant to a few good people who do
not live in St. Louis, who have no connection to
our cause and who have never received or been
exposed to a single NCADA program or service.
In other words, NCADA has bought a building
because a group of people grew up together just
outside of Chicago and, after all this time, still
care about each other.
A sign outside 9355 Olive Boulevard will soon
tell you that you’ve arrived at NCADA’s new
home. And when you come closer and see the
plaque on the façade, now you’ll know why it’s
called “The Billy Building.”
Because at NCADA, we’re all friends of Bill’s.

hweissman@ncada-stl.org

CALENDAR
July 31
& Aug.1

Prevention Leadership Conference.
Details: www.ncada-stl.org/conference

Aug. 7
Workshop: It’s Not All About You—
		 Addiction and the Family Impact		
Aug. 8
NCADA Golf Tournament.
		 Details: www.ncada-stl.org/golf
Ethics Workshops
Aug. 12
Workshop: Ethics—A Matter of Perspective
Sept. 19

Workshop: Ethics—Right Way? Wrong Way?

Youth Mental Health First Aid Trainings
Aug. 21, Sept. 17, Oct. 8, Oct. 21
September Red Ribbon Workshops
Sept. 9
St. Charles County
Sept. 11 St. Louis County
Sept. 18

Jefferson County

Sept. 23

Franklin County

For the latest information on workshops and training sessions
check ncada-stl.org/events.

Meetings of the St. Louis Coalition on Addictions
(an NCADA program) are open to anyone interested in
learning about addiction disease. For those who work in
the addictions field, COA meetings provide exceptional
opportunities for networking.
A complimentary lunch is served. A certificate for one
contact hour is available for $3.00.
Meetings are held the second Wednesday of each month
from noon to 1:00 at NCADA—presently 8790 Manchester
Rd. 63144, but moving to 9355 Olive Blvd. 63132 in August.
Please check ncada-stl.org for meeting updates.
Upcoming COA Meetings and Speakers
Aug. 13 – No meeting
Sept. 10 – Dr. Luis Guiffra, “The Neuroscience of Addiction and 12-Step
Recovery”
Oct. 8 – Susan Taylor, “Women and Addiction – How Is It Different From
Men?”
Nov. 12 – Stacey Langendoerfer, “Substance Abuse Credentialing in
Missouri”
Dec. 10 – Lori Zey, “The Changing World of Hepatitis C”
NCADA
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NCADA a Top Workplace
in St. Louis for the Second
Straight Year
We’re pleased and proud that NCADA has again been named one
of the St. Louis region’s Top Workplaces in rankings published by
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. It’s the agency’s
second year in a row on the Top Workplaces
list, which the newspaper released in print
and online on Sunday, June 29.
The rankings are based entirely on confidential surveys filled out by employees of
companies participating in the program,
which makes the results even more gratifying
to NCADA.
“It’s my hopelessly biased view that this is a
great place to work,” said NCADA Executive Director Howard Weissman. “Our staff of skilled, passionate, and compassionate people are
great at what they do and believe in the importance of our mission.
We’re grateful for the Top Workplaces recognition and hope it brings

a little more attention to NCADA and the significant difference we’re making for the people of our
community.”
The Top Workplaces program was created by
WorkplaceDynamics LLP -- a Pennsylvania-based
research and consulting firm that designs and
tallies employee surveys and distributes the
results to partnering media organizations in cities
throughout the United States. The company,
which specializes in using employee feedback to

help clients create and maintain healthy work
environments, handles employee surveys from
more than 5,000 companies annually and collaborates with more than 40 media outlets for the Top
Workplaces lists.

2014 Prevention Leadership Conference
Time’s Running Out to Register!
NCADA’s 24th annual Prevention Leadership Conference for area high school students
and staff takes place July 31 and August 1 at the Drury Plaza Hotel at the Arch in
downtown St. Louis. The two-day event will inform, inspire, and excite young people
about substance abuse issues, build connections with other students who share their
commitment, and give them leadership skills to help their peers.
Students, teachers, and counselors who still want to sign up should (quickly!) contact
NCADA’s Danna Squires at dsquires@ncada-stl.org or (314) 962-3456 x301.

Red Ribbon Training at Four Area Locations
NCADA offers ideas and materials to students and their school sponsors to
help them coordinate anti-drug programs.
Four Red Ribbon Training special events aimed at middle school students and staff are
scheduled on different dates in September and at different locations in the St. Louis
region. The half-day programs include breakout sessions on specific issues and
leadership training. To register, get in touch with NCADA’s Lori Krueger at
lkrueger@ncada-stl.org or (314) 962-3456 x323.
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Dying of a Heroin Overdose
Does Not Make You a Scumbag
by A. Thomas McLellan, Ph.D
Originally published on the Huffington Post Blog; this reprint is condensed.

I

was shocked by the range of opinions and emotions voiced in the
wake of actor Philip Seymour Hoffman’s tragic death last winter.
Media outlets of all kinds weighed in, focusing especially on the foolish, self-destructive choices he made associated with his addiction.
The explosion of speculation and moralizing surrounding this death
brought to light how conflicted our feelings are as a society about
this disease.
And the science is clear on this point: Addiction is a disease, and like
so many other diseases, its onset is caused by an inextricable cluster
of biological, behavioral, and environmental factors. But for some
reason, this disease still inspires a socially acceptable prejudice that
is not appropriate and certainly is not right.
Some time ago, I spoke with a prominent and well-educated journalist who was working on a report about substance abuse. He was interviewing me as an expert in the field, a professional who has spent
his career researching addiction and working to advance policies
and practices to support improved care. But – like so many of us out
there – my experience is also personal: In 2008, I lost my youngest
son to an overdose.
Despite knowing my professional and personal background, this
seemingly intelligent reporter made the following statement to me
in casual conversation: “What a weak piece of sh** that Philip Seymour Hoffman was, eh?” I am still dumbstruck by the callousness,
audacity, and, most of all, the ignorance of this comment.
Overdosing on heroin doesn’t make you a scumbag. Having a drink
after 20 years of sobriety doesn’t make you weak. Having an addiction is not a moral choice. In fact, it’s not a choice at all.

S

ure, it is a voluntary act the first time anyone picks up a drink,
smokes a cigarette, or uses another drug, and that remains true
for at least several more voluntary choices to drink and/or use. But
then something happens in the brains of about 10 percent of those
who use.
We don’t yet know all that happens in those brains, but we know
there is a triggering of genetic expression and likely an induction of
immunologic reactions. We do not yet know why some drugs produce these effects in some people, how much or how often one has
to use to bring about these changes, or how long these brain changes
last. And we do not yet know which people who drink or use for the
first time will go on to become addicted.

But we do know two things for sure: Nobody
– nobody – has his or her first drink in order to
become an addict. And the brains of those who
have become addicted are very different from the
brains they started with.
Drug addiction produces lasting changes to the
brain’s structure, particularly in those areas
responsible for inhibiting actions and moderating
motivational urges. For these people, environmental cues associated with alcohol and drugs
(like alcohol commercials on TV) can trigger brain
changes associated with substance use itself. These
kinds of environmental events (people, places, and
things associated with substance use) evoke strong
cravings, even in sterile laboratory settings and
even among those who have been steadfastly abstinent for years. In other words, common situations
– like being offered wine at a dinner party – can
cause the recovering addict’s brain to work against
his or her effort to maintain sobriety.

C

ast in this light, maintaining recovery from
addiction sounds like a pretty heroic effort
to me. So why haven’t we celebrated that part of
Philip Seymour Hoffman’s story? Why are there
no national campaigns celebrating the many
day-to-day battles that recovering individuals
fight to stay clean and sober? And if the disease
of addiction overtakes you and you lose the fight,
why do people who should know better sneer and
suggest that the victim was a “weak piece of sh**”?
We don’t talk about other diseases the way we talk
about addiction – but we used to. Many people who contracted cancers, tuberculosis, polio,
depression, and HIV used to feel ashamed, alone,
and angry. But science and medicine have changed
the way these diseases are perceived. Those
changes have brought increased understanding,
increased support, and decreased stigma. Those
with these diseases still valiantly fight relapse,
but at least they no longer have the public’s scorn
adding to their struggles.

T

he science is equally strong in the case of
addictions, and it is time that media and
public perceptions about addiction catch up with
that science. Until they do, too many talented,
extraordinary, and valiant people will struggle in
silence and die in the shadows of shame.

A. Thomas McLellan is chief executive and co-founder of
Treatment Research Institute in Philadelphia.
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35th Annual Teen Institute Teaches
Teens the Power of One

Tributes & Contributions
February – May 2014

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS &
ORGANIZATIONS

“Teen Institute was a reset button in my life.” That’s how one of this year’s Teen Institute
graduates described the experience.
Celebrating its 35th year, Teen Institute (TI) is a four-day,
three-night retreat that helps teens explore the impact of
alcohol, tobacco and other drugs on friends, family and
society, and gives them the tools to be leaders and advocates
voice idea action for a healthy lifestyle. Seventy-four teens from over 35 area
high schools participated in this year’s TI, held June 3-6 in
Dittmer, Missouri. The theme was “One,” and participants explored the power of “one
idea, one voice, one action” in the prevention of substance abuse.
Teens participated in workshops to broaden their information on chemical substances
and heard from a panel of individuals who faced the struggles of a drug addiction.
When not participating in large group sessions and workshops, they enjoyed some
quality downtime and developed or deepened friendships. They played volleyball and
basketball, enjoyed paddle boating and learned new games and activities. They belted
out their favorite songs during karaoke and even square danced (yes, they square
danced – and they liked it).
The participants walked away with new knowledge about alcohol, tobacco and other
drugs, but they also left as members of a positive peer group and more confidence in
their leadership skills. Most importantly, they left with the realization that although
they may be just “one” voice in the crowd, they have the power to make a difference.

Teen Institute mixes indoor and
outdoor activities to teach teens
about leadership and substance
abuse.

500 Bowlers Roll for Strike Down Heroin
2014

Strike Down Heroin was organized by area families who had been personally
affected by the St. Louis opiate epidemic. These families and their friends
joined with NCADA to publicize the dangers of heroin and to raise
funds to combat St. Louis opiate abuse.

P R E SE N T E D BY

This year, ten bowling centers hosted events and over 500 bowlers
participated. More than $35,000 was raised. We gratefully thank
all participants, volunteers and sponsors.
To learn more, please visit strikedownheroin.com. If you are interested in
volunteering for future events, contact Lynda Wolpert at lwolpert@ncada-stl.org.

ACT Missouri
Alberici Constructors, Inc.
Alkermes
Bridgeway Behavioral Health, Inc.
Center for Life Solutions, Inc.
CenterPointe Hospital
Concordia Seminary
Crestwood-Sunset Hills Rotary Club
Drury Hotels
The EASE Program
Express Scripts, Inc.
Follman Real Estate Services, LLC
Foundations for Franklin County
Franklin County Children and Families
Community Resource Board
Frederick Pitzman Fund
Gateway Foundation of Caseyville
Harris House Foundation
Hoech Middle School
ICF Consulting Group, Inc.
Innovaision, LLC
J.A. Glynn
J.W. Terrill
Jokerst Paving & Contracting
Landco Construction
Menzies Institute of Recovery from
Addiction, LLC
Mercy
Missouri Department of Mental Health, Division
of Behavioral Health
Murphy Company
Optimist Club of Clayton
Optimist Club of Kirkwood
Preferred Family Healthcare
Queen of Peace
Rockwood Drug-Free Coalition
Russell Sabor Foundation
Schnucks eScrip
Smith Patrick LLC
Southern Commercial Bank
St. Louis County Children’s Service Fund
United Way of Greater St. Louis
Wal-Mart Foundation
Washington University
RECENT GRANTS
Crestwood-Sunset Hills Rotary Club
Prevention Leadership Conference
Drury Hotels
Prevention Leadership Conference
ICF Consulting Group, Inc.
Curiosity+Heroin Town Hall
Optimist Club of Clayton
Prevention Leadership Conference
Optimist Club of Kirkwood
Prevention Leadership Conference

When the goal
is striking down
St. Louis area
opiate abuse,
participation is
more important
than technique.
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Russell Sabor Foundation
Prevention Leadership Conference

MEMORIALS
Andrew Eigles
Daniel Ferdman
Derek Kirkwood
Diana Armstrong
Cindy L. Pearson
Bryan Social
Committee
Joseph Schweizer
Ronald Berra
Mark & Sue
Ohlendorf
John & Jill Olson
James & Mary Ellen
Paunovich
Esmina Perdiew
Mary Jane Schermer
John & Beverly Smith
Richard Sher
Bob & NJ Sterneck
TRIBUTES
Karen Battaglia
Bob & NJ Sterneck
Harriet Kopolow
Pam Hughes
Leah Rubin & Jeff
Cohen
Caren Levinson
Bob & NJ Sterneck
Stafford Manion
Karen Ruskin
Stan & Andy
Shanker
Bob & NJ Sterneck
INDIVIDUALS
Lynne Allar-Meine
Kurt Andersen
Marilyn & Terry
Bader
Kimberly Beck
Lisa Bernstein
Barry & Darlene
Bikshorn
Kevin Blinder
Sheryl Bonsett
Brett & Karen
Brickman
Bill & Carol Bruce
Sandra M.
Brunsmann Hughes
Karen S. Burmeister
Carrie Cassin
Tom & Mary Ellen
Castrop
Jan Cloninger
Mary T. & Pat Dolan
Dan & Betsy Ferdman
Tom & Vatia Flach
Judy Garcia
Dana Gardner
Ken Graesser
Robert Gulino
Tammi Harper
Christopher Kallaos
Amanda Klein
Mindy LeBleu
Marianne Mangrum
Larry Manion
Matt McAuley
Arlene Miller

Chip Miller & Debbie
Broms
Eric Mink
Richard & Carole
Muckler
Chris & Colleen Payne
David Payne
Shary Raske
Steve & Charlene
Reimann
Kim Rochetti
Mary Alice & John
Ryan
Faith Sandler
Connie Schnuck
Mark Schupp
Tom & Missie Seeger
Evelyn Sharkey
Kierstyn Smeeds
Valerie Snyder
Ed & Karen Tasch
Audrey Tegethoff
Janice Warner
Henry & Lynn
Watkins
Howard & Susan
Weissman
Roy & Tiffany
Whitley
Jim Winkelmann &
Kerry Lyman
Kyle Wootten
TRIVIA NIGHT
SPONSORS
Anonymous
Automotive Insights
Brentwood Chamber
of Commerce
Coalition on
Addictions
Harster Heating &
Air Conditioning Co.
Kohl’s Department
Stores
Tim Mickelson &
Tom Momphard –
In Memory of Nathan
Mickelson
Howard & Susan
Weissman
TRIVIA NIGHT
CONTRIBUTORS
Veronica Aldridge
Chris & Melissa Allen
Anonymous
Kristin Bengtson
Bridgeway Behavioral
Health, Inc.
Frederick & Stefany
Brot
Bill & Katie
Burckhalter
Marjorie Courtney
Aaron Davidson
Nichole Dawsey
Kathryn Denner
Dick Dillon
Michael & Linda
Dillon
Dan & Dana Duncan
Adrienne Eigles
Julie Eigles
Marlon & Laurie
Fields
Paul & Suzanne
Geerling

Larry & Natalie
Goldman
Rachel Goldman
Thomas & Carmen
Heard
Janet Heitzig & Rick
Hemphill
Rosemary Hensley
Larry & Ellen Heyman
Tina Hoester & Alan
Carney
Jaime & Chris Hoff
Pam Hughes
Diane & Jon Kaufman
Krystina & Aaron
Kelley
Melvin & Vivian
Koester
Barb Krafve
Lori & Kevin Krueger
Patricia & Bob Lindsey
Leah Maniaci
Tim Mickelson & Tom
Momphard
Richard & Jeannine
Millner
Eric Mink
Jenny Mullen
Jim & Nancy Murphy
Catie Myers
Mary Jo Napper
Becky & Dave Nelson
Herbert & Margery
Niemeyer
Jared Opsal
Camila Pflederer
Catherine & Justin
Pilarski
Beth & Mike Riegert
Shane Roach
Phil & Kay Roush
Connie Schnuck
Kim & Rory Sherony
Carol Solimando
Danna & Jim Squires
Ed & Karen Tasch
Bob & Val Taylor
Scott & Beth Tomasino
Henry & Lynn Watkins
Howard & Susan
Weissman
Bill & Marcia
Werremeyer
Tim & Anne Wilding
Joan P. Williams
John & Lois Wind
Lynda Wolpert
Bob & Carolyn
Woodsmall
Kyle Wootten
Angie & Brad
Yarbrough

IN-KIND
Beads for Benefits
Bentley Studio, Ltd.
Beyond Storage
Bristol Seafood Grill
Citizen Kane’s
Steakhouse
City of Bridgeton
Deer Run Kennels
Dobbs Tire & Auto
Centers

Doubletree Westport
St. Louis
Extra Virgin, an Olive
Ovation
Five Bistro
Fortel’s Pizza Den
Ginger Bay Salon
& Spa
Joyce Hennen
HERA Laboratory
Planners
Holiday Inn Butler
Hill
J&W Automotive
Lu Lochmann
Shirley Lochmann
Stafford Manion
The Melting Pot
Meramec Lakes Golf
Course
Paul’s Bait & Tackle
Renaissance St. Louis
Airport Hotel
Rib City St. Louis
Phil & Kay Roush
Second Sitting
Consignment
St. Louis Airport
Marriott
St. Louis Symphony
Star Lumber
Remodeling
STL Cinemas
Swing-A-Round Fun
Town
Triple Lakes Golf
Course
Twin Peaks
Contracting, LLC
Jerry & Lea
Wischmeier
Yahl Contracting, Inc.
VOLUNTEERS
Angel Adams
Dan Adams
Paul Albano
Kurt Andersen
Terrell Anderson
Rashaud Blount
Meghan Bradshaw
Sandy BrunsmannHughes
Jeff Buchek
Abbie Carr
Eileen Cheong
Angie Crady
Nicole Dante
Stacie Davis
Rob Donnelly
Karlee Drewes
Adrienne Eigles
Jim Florea
Terry Flynn
Cheryl Gardine
Katie Gerstenkorn
Heidi Glaus
Chance Grannan
Emir Hadzisalihovic
Tracy Haefner
Matt Hagen
Meaghan Hagen
Ashlynn Haynes
Kara Haynes

Jenna Hoffee
David Huddart
Susan Huddart
Bridget Hunkins
Aisha Ihekeronye
Jim Jenkins
Heavyn Jennings
Sean Kenny
Dan Kessler
Hadiyah King-Lee
Mindy LeBleu
Tim Lipham
Lu Lochmann
Mary Mabery
Sarah McIntyre
Abby Mellovitz
Randy Mellovitz
Diane Michel
Kathleen Mitchell
Taelor MorrisDevrouax
Tod O’Donoghue
Michele Pitman
Francis Roderick
Kay Roush
Phil Roush
Abby Sage
Lacie Scheidt
Haley Serra
Charlett Silver
Allison Stauder
Zach Stauder
Danielle Stewart
Lexi Stuart
Adis Terzic
Kayla Theberge
Lisa Toth
Jen Troin
Katy Verbeck
Cole Westhoff
Karen Westhoff
Kathy Wickenhauser
Michelle Williams
Rick Willis
Kelley Yahl
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